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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
While Rome burns, the GOP fiddles around! While WWIII is 4 
beginning to break out into open war in Poland,1 2 3 4 5 6 and a 5 
former ABC senior producer and counter-terrorism advisor, James 6 
Gordon Meek, pleads guilty of possession of sexual abuse material 7 
involving children from infancy, who texted: "Have you ever raped 8 
a toddler girl?" and fantasized about abducting, drugging, and 9 
raping a 12 year old girl,7 the big news on msm right now is 10 
McConnell gets the Biden disease.8 11 
Let's talk about Impeachment:9 10 and how the Left manipulates the 12 
Right into inaction. Why we can't get justice!11 13 
Medical Malpractice or Crimes Against Humanity?12 The 14 
connection between Abortion and Adrenochrome!13 15 

                                     
1 944.6.1-RUSSIA Putin claims Poland has territorial aspirations in Ukraine and Belarus as Wagner troop movements intensify near 
Poland-Belarus border - JURIST - News https-//www.jurist.org/news/2023/07/putin-claims-poland-has-territorial-aspirations-in-
ukraine-and-belarus-as-wagner-troop-movements-intensify-near-poland-belarus-border/ 
2 https://twitter.com/nananamedia365/status/1683650859442348033?s=20 
3 944.6.2-RUSSIA/UKRAINEPutin informed Poland that any aggression towards allied Belarus is an attack on Russia itself https-
//twitter.com/RebelNewsOnline/status/1683616814134181889?s=20 
4 944.6.5-What is Russia's Wagner group, and where are its fighters_ - BBC News https-//www.bbc.com/news/world-60947877 
5 944.6.5-What is Russia's Wagner group, and where are its fighters_ - BBC News https-//www.bbc.com/news/world-60947877 
6 944.6.4-Wagner_ entered into Belarus  https-//twitter.com/DailyWorld24/status/1680630647520468997?s=20 
7 944.35.1-BreakingMilitaryNews on Twitter_Gordon Meek has pleaded guilty to transporting &amp; possessing child sexual 
abuse.pdf https-//twitter.com/MilitaryNewsomg/status/1683181491323322368?s=20 
8 944.4.2-(5) Simon Ateba on Twitter_ _What did you make of this moment yesterday when @LeaderMcConnell froze up while 
speaking to the press_ https___t.co_nfqap0gkOE_ _ X.pdf https-//twitter.com/simonateba/status/1684522624074891265?s=20 
9 944.31.1-SCHIFF_ “The Republican desire to impeach someone — anyone, no matter if there’s any evidence —  https-
//twitter.com/ClownWorld_/status/1684347735112290304?s=20 
10 944.16.1-(5) Catturd ™ on Twitter_ _This is exactly why I hate the worthless Republican Party with a passion. Pathetic cowards._ _ 
X.pdf https-//twitter.com/catturd2/status/1684666219536826368?s=20 
11 Isaiah 59:14 
12 944.17.1-Still shocked Pfizer openly wanted this info hidden for 75 years and people still lined up to get injected RFK lets us know 
that our doctors are actually getting bonuses.pdf https-//twitter.com/DC_Draino/status/1684257298707775514?s=20 
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Wokism is racist—whose surprised?14 Global Boiling has begun!15 16 
And, what's the overall agenda?16 17 
Okay, folks, it's time for your Brain Massage® 18 
[TRUTH] 19 
McConnell gets the Biden disease.17 Maybe this is something that 20 
was concocted in a CCP Wuhan lab — right? Notice how each of 21 
these politicians that are tied in with Xi and the CCP are losing 22 
their minds? We know about Biden's treason, selling influence to 23 
the CCP for 10 million Biden bucks. Washington Examiner: 24 
"Hunter Biden invoking 'my father' resulted in million flowing 25 
from CCP-linked company."18 Hunter admits to receiving big 26 
payouts from CCP, Epoch Times.19 Yahoo News: Hunter landed a 27 
10 million dollar per year deal with Chinese Energy firm for 28 
"Introductions Alone."20 CBS: House GOP panel says members of 29 
Biden family got $10 million from foreign entities as Democrats 30 
note no sign of Joe Biden's involvement."21 Of course, however 31 
there is this little problem, they have a recording of a voice mail 32 
that shows Joe Biden DID KNOW of Hunter deals with "spy chief 33 
of China." New York Post.22 34 
TREASON! 35 
                                                                                                           
13 944.1.1-Abortion activist escort a recipe including dead fetuses.pdf https-
//twitter.com/libsoftiktok/status/1684671432058679297?s=20 
14 944.19.1-End Wokeness on Twitter_.pdf https-//twitter.com/EndWokeness/status/1684647143728914433?s=20 
15 944.25.2-U.N. Chief_ era of global warming has ended. The era of global boiling has arrived.pdf https-
//twitter.com/theblaze/status/1684634104254377985?s=20 
16 944.25.3-Professor of Meteorology at MIT little evidence of man-made climate change.pdf https-
//twitter.com/iluminatibot/status/1684122619455610881?s=20 
17 944.4.2-(5) Simon Ateba on Twitter_ _What did you make of this moment yesterday when @LeaderMcConnell froze up while 
speaking to the press_ https___t.co_nfqap0gkOE_ _ X.pdf https-//twitter.com/simonateba/status/1684522624074891265?s=20 
18 944.4.4-Hunter Biden plea_ Messages invoking 'my father' resulted in millions from CCP-linked company _ Washington Examiner 
https-//www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/hunter-biden-invoking-father-spurred-millions-china-company 
19 944.4.5-EPOCH Hunter Admits Reciving big bucks from CCP https-//www.ntd.com/hunter-biden-admits-receiving-money-from-
chinese-ccp-linked-company_933429.html 
20 944.4.6-Hunter Biden Offered $10 Million Annually by Chinese Energy Firm for ‘Introductions Alone,’ Email Shows https-
//news.yahoo.com/hunter-biden-offered-10-million-133820212.html 
21 944.4.6-House GOP panel says members of Biden family got $10 million from foreign entities as Democrats note no sign of Joe 
Biden's involvement - CBS News https-//www.cbsnews.com/news/house-oversight-republican-report-biden-family-accusations/ 
22 944.4.7-Voicemail shows Joe Biden knew of Hunter's China dealings_ report https-//nypost.com/2022/06/27/voicemail-shows-joe-
biden-knew-of-hunters-china-dealings-report/ 
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Let's talk about Impeachment:23 24 and how the Left manipulates 36 
the Right into inaction. Why we can't get justice!25 37 
Remember Adam Schiff, CA Democrat Congressman who was 38 
sanctioned by Congress for his involvement in pursuing a bogus 39 
impeachment against Trump—you have heard that the Russian 40 
collusion thing was not only a fake allegation against Trump,26 27 28 41 
it was in fact an operation of Hillary's campaign — the dossier 42 
bought by her campaign, the whole scandal advanced by the 43 
Democrats, led by Pelosi and Schiff? Well, Schiff has this to say 44 
about Republicans pursuing impeachment against these 45 
Demoncrats: “The Republican desire to impeach someone — 46 
anyone, no matter if there’s any evidence just shows how they have 47 
descended into chaos.”29  48 
But the Republicans also think its a bad idea to pursue 49 
impeachment charges against Biden,30 they claim it's merely 50 
mimicking the Democrats,31 and will be viewed as tit-for-tat.32 That 51 
includes such luminaries as Rand Paul—who warns Republicans 52 
against "falling into impeachment 'trap.'"33  53 
Really? You've got to be kidding me! Trump DID NOTHING 54 
WRONG—and the FBI knew that from the get go. The FISA courts 55 
                                     
23 944.31.1-SCHIFF_ “The Republican desire to impeach someone — anyone, no matter if there’s any evidence —  https-
//twitter.com/ClownWorld_/status/1684347735112290304?s=20 
24 944.16.1-(5) Catturd ™ on Twitter_ _This is exactly why I hate the worthless Republican Party with a passion. Pathetic cowards._ _ 
X.pdf https-//twitter.com/catturd2/status/1684666219536826368?s=20 
25 Isaiah 59:14 
26 944.27.1-Media should give Biden 'Trump treatment' during GOP investigation https-
//www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/columnist/2023/05/17/durham-report-vindicates-trump-fbi-russia-investigation/70222344007/ 
27 944.27.2-The FBI knew RussiaGate was a lie — but hid that truth https-//nypost.com/2022/06/11/the-fbi-knew-russiagate-was-a-lie-
but-hid-that-truth/ 
28 944.27.3-The real ‘collusion’ was the creation of ‘RussiaGate’ out of absolutely nothing https-//nypost.com/2021/11/04/the-real-
collusion-was-the-creation-of-russiagate-out-of-absolutely-nothing/ 
29 https://twitter.com/ClownWorld_/status/1684347735112290304?s=20 
30 944.11.1-Republicans decide to forgo Biden impeachment vote after internal fighting https-
//www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/mccarthy-urges-republicans-reject-quick-biden-impeachment-vote-rcna90442 
31 944.11.2-Impeach Biden_ Skeptical GOP senators warn against mimicking Dems who 'cheapened' the process _ Fox News https-
//www.foxnews.com/politics/impeach-biden-skeptical-gop-senators-warn-mimicking-dems-cheapened-process 
32 944.0.1-The saying 'Tit for tat' - meaning and origin_ https-//www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/tit-for-tat.html 
33 944.11.3-Rand Paul warns Republicans against falling into impeachment ‘trap’ _ The Hill https-
//thehill.com/homenews/house/4123236-rand-paul-warns-republicans-against-falling-into-impeachment-trap/ 
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were lied to in order to get approval for violating Trump's rights as 56 
an American citizen — and the liars have been exposed — but 57 
nothing has happened. None of these people have been prosecuted 58 
for their weaponization of the FBI and the DOJ to attack a political 59 
opponent — I seem to remember a certain President Nixon some 60 
time ago that was HOUNDED OUT OF OFFICE by his own party 61 
no less, for doing something that would by comparison be 62 
considered virtually meaningless! The lack of outrage is itself 63 
outrageous. 64 
BIDEN HAS COMMITTED TREASON — the Biden family are 65 
co-conspirators in the treason and beneficiaries of the filthy lucre 66 
raked in by the Bidens from China — were you listening in the 67 
opening of this segment? BIDEN HAS COMMITTED TREASON 68 
and the evidence is in — but just like the Hunter laptop debacle, 69 
the FBI and the DOJ cover it up — it's a continuation of the 70 
weaponization and total politicization of the JUSTICE 71 
DEPARTMENT of the US — it is a filthy scandal, of the most 72 
outrageous abuse of power ever in the history of this country. 73 
Again, it makes Nixon's Watergate look like a pre-school caper. 74 
Curious, one of the liars involved in that scandal, Hillary Clinton, 75 
was fired for her crossing the lines of legality in her pursuit of 76 
Nixon, and Hillary is the key perpetrator of this illegal attack on a 77 
political opponent — using the government as her personal 78 
campaign bouncers — to evict Trump from the campaign and 79 
then, when she lost, she moved from campaign interference to 80 
conducting a coup against a sitting president — these people must 81 
pay for their crimes. 82 
So, Biden is committing treason, and while we expect the snakes in 83 
the Demoncrat den of vipers to writhe about recoiling against 84 
being held accountable for any of their evils — we wonder about 85 
the weasels in the Republican Party who refuse to exercise 86 
judgment behind a concern about appearances.  87 
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Jesus said we are not to judge according to appearances — I think I 88 
could assemble an impressive array of Scriptures to argue that 89 
NEITHER SHOULD WE WITHOLD JUDGMENT BECAUSE OF 90 
APPEARANCES.  91 
First, the Bible makes it clear the number one responsibility of 92 
government is to execute WRATH UPON EVIL DOERS and 93 
reward the RIGHTEOUS. Romans 13:1-6 specifically tells us GOD 94 
has given His sword to government for that express purpose. The 95 
Bible makes it clear any who withhold the sword from blood — 96 
that is refuse to apply the sword to its purpose, to execute wrath 97 
against the evil doer — is under God's CURSE (Jeremiah 48:10).  98 
I declare the CURSE OF GOD upon you, Rand Paul, and CCP 99 
puppet Mitchy McConnell, and every Republican buying into that 100 
nonsense—you are looking at how you are going to APPEAR to 101 
others? Let me tell you how you APPEAR TO GOD — cowards, 102 
weasels, well, yeah! He called Herod a fox — I think He would call 103 
every one of you stinking cowards weasels — DO JUDGMENT 104 
that's what the BIBLE SAYS — listen to this, "the robbery of the 105 
wicked shall destroy them…" want to know why! I'll tell you why 106 
the robbery of Biden, Clinton, Schiff, Pelosi, I'll tell you why their 107 
robbery will go on and on and on until it destroys this country — 108 
it's BECAUSE THEY REFUSE TO DO JUDGMENT (PROVERBS 109 
21:7).  110 
IT IS JOY TO THE JUST TO DO JUDGMENT — Proverbs 2:15. 111 
So, you want to know what I know about you Rand Paul, Mitch 112 
McConnell, and the best kept secret in Washington are which 113 
Republicans object to impeaching Biden — you can find a hundred 114 
lists of those that do, but never will you find a list of those who are 115 
objecting to this — of course, you can construct a list by deduction, 116 
but I don't have time for that right now. Just thought it was 117 
interesting. 118 
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Every Representative and every Senator that refuses to act on 119 
impeaching this traitor is under the CURSE of GOD, they are no 120 
account, worthless, spineless, weasels who should resign 121 
immediately — if you are not JUST, you have no business ruling — 122 
David wrote, "The God of Israel said, the Rock of Israel spake to 123 
me, He that ruleth over men must be just, ruling in the fear of God" 124 
(2Samuel 23:3). A just man DELIGHTS IN EXERCISING 125 
JUDGMENT, and he is not controlled by APPEARANCES — they 126 
don't judge based on appearances, and they don't withhold the 127 
sword of judgment out of concern for appearances — how does the 128 
wicked succeed at paralyzing judgment in the land, and what 129 
happens when leaders refuse to exercise judgment against evil? 130 
Hold on through the break — I'll address that on the other side. 131 
I'll be right back! 132 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 133 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 134 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 135 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 136 
liberty. 137 
Before I get started, would you please help us protect a hero, a real 138 
Christian patriot who took a stand against medical tyranny and 139 
now has to fight to defend her medical practice? Sarah Green is a 140 
certified physician assistant with a practice in Nipomo — she 141 
founded and operates Central Coast Alternative Therapeutics and 142 
Rejuvenation. Her web site is www.ccatr.us. She took a stand 143 
against medical tyranny, refused to take the vaccine, which we all 144 
now know is killing people — it's unsafe — we know Ivermectin 145 
works, CDC admits it, WHO admits it denounced use of 146 
Hydroxychloroquine as early treatment because of a proven 147 
FAKED study published in the Lancet — I mean, folks, this s 148 
wickedness. Anyway, in order to treat her patients with real 149 
remedies against this WUHAN LAB CREATED VIRUS — yeah, 150 
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something else we all now know is true, she quit her job and God 151 
sent thousands of patients to her — she successfully treated over 152 
2000 for COVID — saved their lives — I'm one of them, by the 153 
way! Well, she is being attacked, and the legal fees are piling up, 154 
and I want to help any way I can. Please consider donating to her 155 
legal defense fund. You can do it through the Brain Massage 156 
website — go to brainmassage.net, and make a donation — put 157 
Legal Defense fund in the notes and every single penny will go to 158 
Sarah to help her defend her practice. She took a stand for her 159 
patients and for liberty, and for what is RIGHT, and we should 160 
stand by her. Go to brainmassage.net and make a donation. You'll 161 
see a place to ADD SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS — click on that 162 
and write LEGAL DEFENSE. You don't have to use PayPal. 163 
Okay, I was talking about the fact that the "wicked" have turned the 164 
sword of judgment away from God's ordained purpose — He 165 
ordained it to execute wrath against evil doers. But we put wicked 166 
people in places of power, and they are turning it BACKWARDS. 167 
The Bible says that when judgment is turned away backward, that's 168 
when justice "stands afar off" (Isaiah 59:14). We don't have justice 169 
in the land because UNJUST men and women are in positions of 170 
power who REFUSE TO DO JUDGMENT against evil doers — like 171 
Hunter, like Joe Biden, like Hillary Clinton, like Adam Schiffty, like 172 
Ghislaine, like the Pfizer executives who knowingly perpetrated 173 
this vaccine hoax on the American people, like Fauci who should 174 
be prosecuted along with them for crimes against humanity — the 175 
list is long and it's getting longer every day BECAUSE THESE 176 
WICKED PEOPLE REFUSE TO DO JUDGMENT. 177 
God commands rulers must be JUST, ruling in the FEAR OF GOD. 178 
The Bible says the JUST rejoice to do JUDGMENT, but the 179 
WICKED pervert it. God put the sword in the hand of government 180 
specifically to execute wrath against evil doers — THAT'S WHAT 181 
THE SWORD IS FOR. It's not to protect the Biden bribery racket 182 
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— or to persecute a political opponent! Got that Chris Wray? Got 183 
that Merrick Garland — your job is not to provide protection for a 184 
corrupt usurper of the White House, or a corrupt Party, or any 185 
Party — your oath is to the People, to uphold the Constitution — 186 
do your job or step down, now! 187 
Arrest Hunter Biden and charge him with crimes against America 188 
as a traitor, selling his political daddy's influence to foreign powers. 189 
Rand Paul, are you a just man? Then why don't you take joy in 190 
judgment — why do you advocate for withholding the sword from 191 
judgment against these evil people? McConnell, all of you. If I had 192 
a list, I'd name every one of you. Thune, Romney, Ernst, Cornyn — 193 
Impeachment is not a POLITICAL maneuver, it's not a stick your 194 
finger in the wind thing — it's about JUSTICE and let me tell you 195 
right now, as long as the righteous refuse to do judgment, there will 196 
be no justice.  197 
God said, "judgment is turned away backward, and justice standeth 198 
afar off" (Isaiah 59:14).  199 
This reminds me of something Jesus said — He lamented that the 200 
children of this world are wiser in their generation than the 201 
children of light (Luke 16:8). Guys like Adam Schiff, they know 202 
how to play the game — just brazenly go after someone that is 203 
innocent, and, oh yeah, call them racist and homophobe if they say 204 
anything contrary to the PARTY LINE — racist, homophobe, — 205 
that's what you do, and if they resist, get louder, Racist, 206 
Homophobe, and if they still resist, just be louder RACIST 207 
HOMOPHOBE — and keep yelling this, over and over until finally 208 
the righteous buckle, back down, get quiet, shrink away. 209 
But it works! The righteous is easily cowed, beat down, shamed! 210 
The wicked, meanwhile, just get more bold, more brazen—and 211 
more loud. The righteous melt away, become intimidated and 212 
sheath the sword of judgment — while the wicked take it and turn 213 
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it against the righteous, and weaponize the law enforcing 214 
institutions of government against Patriots in service to those who 215 
want to bring America down. 216 
And how did this happen? We the PEOPLE let it happen. Long 217 
before we had our voice through the vote TAKEN FROM US by 218 
these unscrupulous thieves, we gave it away. 219 
How many Christians have I met over the decades I've been voting 220 
who tell me they did not vote? How many times have I heard 221 
Christians, even Christian leaders say Christians should not be 222 
involved in politics? I've heard Christians say their vote does not 223 
matter, that they don't like participating in the devil's game, that 224 
they know where it's all headed any way, and so, I'll just ride it out 225 
to the second coming — or something to that effect!  226 
SO NOW we have had our right of consent taken from us and we 227 
are going to have to WRESTLE MIGHTILY AGAINST THE 228 
PRINCIPALITIES, THE POWERS (GOVERNMENTS), THE 229 
RULERS OF THE DARKNESS OF THIS WORLD — Soros, Gates, 230 
Fauci, Barrick, Collins, Dszak, Xi, Biden, Schwab, his prophet 231 
Harrari, the list is long — these are puppets in the hands of others 232 
who stand behind curtains, shrouded in secrecy, like the rulers of 233 
Judah, hiding in their chambers worshipping Satan himself — the 234 
prince of the power of the air, the spirit that works in the children 235 
of disobedience — well, it's time that the SPIRIT of MESSIAH the 236 
PRINCE, Who dwells in all who believes, begins moving through 237 
the bodies of Christ's disciples and invades this wicked world — 238 
His Spirit through us beating back the spirit of antichrist in them 239 
— Come to the lighthouse to learn all about this and how to make 240 
it happen. 241 
The dumbest notion ever to take root in the mind of any Christian 242 
was the idea it does not matter if a ruler is a godly Christian — 243 
morality does not impact performance — so we were lax and 244 
allowed wicked men — listen, wicked people are drawn to politics, 245 
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it's a place where they can get power to provide cover for their evil 246 
— they like power over the people — they are not just, they do not 247 
rule in the fear of GOD, they exercise rule very differently, they see 248 
themselves as superiors directing the lives of others — not as Jesus 249 
described proper leadership, as servants — but they see themselves 250 
as LORDS — so guess what, America, you've got a bunch of 251 
LORDS ruling over you — you've got a pack of wicked, greedy, self 252 
serving, lackeys to Satan ruling over you right now — because you 253 
refused to vote, refused to get involved — you thought Jesus sent 254 
you to be the light of the world, and that you could keep that light 255 
out of politics? Really? The darkest place in any government is 256 
POLITICS! Invade that darkness with the LIGHT OF GOD's 257 
TRUTH. 258 
So the wicked intimidate the righteous by manipulating them into 259 
a position where if they say anything, they are shouted down with 260 
cries of racist and homophobe, and then they outrageously 261 
persecute Trump, mercilessly, and wickedly they launch one witch 262 
hunt after another — and this serves to make the righteous 263 
unwilling to execute judgment where it is warranted lest it make 264 
they "look" like the wicked.  265 
So we put a few righteous people in the Congress, and what do they 266 
do? They WITHHOLD the sword — they REFUSE TO DO 267 
JUDGMENT — and they use arguments like, well, that will make 268 
us look bad — we did send you there to LOOK GOOD — we sent 269 
you there to DO GOOD — and if you will rule, you are under the 270 
COMMAND OF JESUS THE KING, YOUR KING, by the way, to 271 
be JUST and rule in the FEAR OF GOD — not the fear of man. 272 
You are to be JUST do not regard the persons of men, the JUST do 273 
not judge according to appearance, nor do they withhold judgment 274 
out of concern about appearance — the JUST rejoice in judgment 275 
— because they know until judgment is executed against these 276 
wicked people, THERE WILL BE NO JUSTICE IN THE LAND. 277 
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Mark every one of these cowardly Republicans that refuse to 278 
execute wrath against these traitors — Biden and the entire 279 
executive branch — mark them well — and boot them! Get rid of 280 
them and put men in there that will aggressively apply judgment to 281 
these wicked doers. If they withhold the sword from blood because 282 
they are squeamish it is because they are themselves wicked. And 283 
they are under the CURSE of GOD. Get rid of them! 284 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 285 
know if you see them.  286 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 287 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 288 
email. 289 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 290 
805.314.2114. 291 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 292 
Medical Malpractice or Crimes Against Humanity?34  293 
The connection between Abortion and Adrenochrome!35 294 
Wokism is racist—whose surprised?36 295 
Global Boiling has begun!37 296 
And, what's the overall agenda?38 297 
 298 

                                     
34 944.17.1-Still shocked Pfizer openly wanted this info hidden for 75 years and people still lined up to get injected RFK lets us know 
that our doctors are actually getting bonuses.pdf https-//twitter.com/DC_Draino/status/1684257298707775514?s=20 
35 944.1.1-Abortion activist escort a recipe including dead fetuses.pdf https-
//twitter.com/libsoftiktok/status/1684671432058679297?s=20 
36 944.19.1-End Wokeness on Twitter_.pdf https-//twitter.com/EndWokeness/status/1684647143728914433?s=20 
37 944.25.2-U.N. Chief_ era of global warming has ended. The era of global boiling has arrived.pdf https-
//twitter.com/theblaze/status/1684634104254377985?s=20 
38 944.25.3-Professor of Meteorology at MIT little evidence of man-made climate change.pdf https-
//twitter.com/iluminatibot/status/1684122619455610881?s=20 


